
In the era of smart technologies, lighting should 

also have more to offer than simply switching and 

dimming. The OLED soft surface lighting makes 

completely new lighting concepts possible, re-

sponding to the needs of users in a smart, inter- 

active and highly nuanced way. At the University for 

Design and Art in Basel, a team of researchers from 

science and industry is developing the necessary 

concepts and prototypes for lamps and control 

systems. We visited the team on site.

In the beginning there was the bright day and the 

dark night. Then came fire, which made it possible 

to create islets of light in the darkness of the night. 

Torches in hand, human beings started to plan 

light – a technological revolution to be followed 

by many more. The next fundamental shift was 

brought about by electric light. Suddenly it was 

no longer about making the most efficient use of 

dim light sources but rather about managing an 

excess of light. A new technology in the field of 

light sources provided impetus to light planners 

who reacted by creating new lighting concepts. 

Now another revolution is taking place. With ever 

rising sea-levels and electricity bills, the light bulb 

has served its time. Energy efficiency has become 

the defining criterion for lighting technology. The 

discharge lamp may survive in the lighting cata-

logues of the past. But the future belongs to LED 

and OLED lighting.

Research
for Smart Lighting

An unusual quartet of 
experts in search of the 
light of the future

A common cause:  
The Basel research project  
team Ulrich Bachmann,  
Ralf Michel, Valentin Spiess  
and Cornel Waldvogel (left 
to right)
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Space for innovation – the building of 
the Institute for Integrative Design at the 
University for Art and Design in Basel

Travelling to the future of lighting
This future is precisely where we are currently 

going. Specifi cally to meet a research team in Basel 

that is systematically researching OLEDs, their 

eff ects, and their potential in terms of lighting plan-

ning. Our destination is the Dreispitz area, where 

one of the largest infrastructure projects in Switzer-

land is currently being carried out. Behind the old 

factory buildings, which also house the museum of 

electronic arts, we can see a prestigious residential 

building by the architects Herzog & de Meuron, 

and opposite lies the University for Art and Design 

– a cubist building made of glass and concrete. 

In a meeting room on the fourth fl oor sit our four 

interlocutors while in the room next door gradu-

ate students of the masters course for Integrative 

Design present their work and discuss questions 

that nobody could have foreseen previously. For 

instance, where are the current limits of workman-

ship and artistic performance? And is it possible for 

a 3D Printer to legitimately replace the sculptor’s 

hammer and chisel?

Our topic today is a little less hands-on than 

sculpting. We will be talking about light – a med-

ium that so self-evidently surrounds us in our daily 

lives although its complexity is only truly under-

stood by a few people. Ralf Michel welcomes us. 

He is head of the Design Research module at the 

Institute for Integrative Design. A trial exhibition 

in the foyer provides him with an opportunity to 

vividly demonstrate one of the most important 

categories of light planning – the diff erence between 

direct and diff used light. Daylight includes both of 

these forms: Sunlight is direct, while the light on 

a cloudy day is diff used. When it comes to arti-

fi cial lighting, single-point light sources take on the 

role of the sun. However, for a long time diff used 

artifi cial light could only be produced indirectly, 

by shining light on a refl ective or translucent area, 

since no large-area light sources were available. 

The development of OLED changed this as illus-

trated by the small experimental exhibition which 

directly compares the visual eff ects of a classic 

spot LED and a surface-area OLED. Just like sun-

light, the light of the LED highlights the plasticity of 

objects by casting hard shadows. In addition, the 

surface quality of the objects becomes very clear: 

distinct light refl ections make the diff erences be-

tween shiny and matt materials visible. Even color 

contrasts are enhanced by the bundled LED light. 

In contrast to these staged dramatic eff ects of the 

spot light, the surface-area light of the OLED off ers 

a completely diff erent, calmer lighting atmosphere. 

Forms appear softer, surface structures more 

homogenous.

Transdisciplinary research for results 
of practical application
The Institute for Integrative Design brings together 

the academic fi elds of design, art, and technology 

to enable innovative design solutions. Thought is 

put into systems, networks, cycles, and value chains 

that do justice to future users and take into ac-

count societal consequences of the solutions that 

have been developed. This transdisciplinary way 

of working is conveyed to a hand-picked group 

of students with bachelors, masters or technical 

degrees in a subject related to art and design. The 

institute’s research is directed at areas in which 

the transformative potential of integrative thought 

generates new room for maneuver – and this room 

for maneuver is not only hypothetical but is also 

put to use for the development of results that can 

be experienced and deployed in practice. 

One of these research projects is the reason for 

our visit. Bearing the bulky title of “transformative 

spaces and objects – integrative space and object 

design through OLED”, this project investigates the 

changes the introduction of this new form of light 

could bring about in terms of spaces and objects. 

The project fi ts perfectly into the institute’s focus. 

It is innovative, interdisciplinary, and specifi cally

geared towards new products and solutions. Work 

is therefore dedicated not only to the design as-

pects of dynamic lighting planning with OLED but 

also to the development of the necessary hard-

ware to control lights and lamps. The com panies 

Inventron, iart, Philips Lighting Switzerland, and 

Lumiblade OLED Lighting as well as the Winter-

thur Museum of Industrial Technology are also on 

board. Half of the project’s budget, totaling about 

900,000 Swiss Francs, is provided by the federal 

commission for technology and innovation (KTI). 

Lumiblade OLED Lighting provides technical sup-

port and the supply of OLEDs.

In addition to the design researcher Ralf Michel,

three other specialists coordinate and lead the 

team, which in total consists of 18 people from the 

university and participating companies. Professor 

Ulrich Bachmann brings the in-depth knowledge 

he has gained through previous research on the 

topic of color and light to bear on the current 

project. Valentin Spiess is manager and creative 

mind at the company iart, which develops and 

implements projects on interaction in spaces. This 

rather abstract description refers to multimedia 

and kinetic installations for high-profi le exhibitions 

or large events, and brings together media, art, and 

technology. The fourth member of the group is 

engineer and manager Cornel Waldvogel from the 

company Inventron, which specializes in lighting 

control and the development of lamps, in par-

ticular LED-based lamps. The team therefore 

brings together academic, economic, and tech-

nological experts united by a common interest in 

the topic of light.

“In the era of smart 
technologies, lighting 
should have more 
to off er than simply
switching and dimming.”
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Smart, interactive, and dynamic
Ralf Michel explains how the project has devel-

oped a dynamic of its own from the start: “Our 

research began with us thinking about the integra-

tion of OLEDs into surfaces. However, the thought 

of OLEDs covering an entire wall is quite counter-

productive at the current level of technology, since 

such a product will only be available and afford-

able years from now. What’s much more important 

is finding an innovative way of dealing with the 

new light source and developing appropriate light-

ing systems and concepts.” For Michel, one of the 

most important features of OLEDs is the fact that 

they can be well-regulated, bringing out fine nu-

ances that can be instantly perceived on the softly 

glowing surface. However, this quality demands 

high-performance electronics to control it, ideally 

as part of the lamp itself. The goal is to make the 

lighting smarter and more interactive. Smart light 

is conceived to react to people and changes in 

the surroundings and in doing so contribute to our 

well-being.

This is where Ulrich Bachmann comes in. OLEDs 

make it possible to have light that is “simply there” 

he explains, pushing an imaginary light switch in the 

air with his finger. “We are defined by on and off, 

by actively summoning static lighting. With OLEDs 

(just as with LEDs) we now have the possibility 

of deploying control systems to generate a wide 

range of dynamic lighting scenarios without the 

user having to activate a switch or use a cell phone. 

By using sensors which react to heat, movement 

or sound, the desired lighting scenarios can be 

controlled interactively on the basis of previous-

ly programmed animation concepts and can be 

tuned to the users and the environment.”

Valentin Spiess highlights the difficulty of describ-

ing OLED light accurately: “You simply have to ex-

perience this light for yourself but since right now 

this is not always possible, its market success will 

be delayed. The closest thing to OLED is the light 

you get in Japanese houses – dynamic daylight 

that floods the room via large-surface rice paper 

walls.” He finds two aspects of OLEDs particularly 

important. Firstly, the light glows within the object 

itself, and these self-glowing objects require innov- 

ative interactive concepts. Secondly, the light of 

the OLED can become an information carrier. This 

is an effect that he can demonstrate immediately. 

The rain outside is visible as a gentle pulsation due 

to an OLED installation in the laboratory. Currently, 

the effect is generated by a hard drive, but later the 

OLED control itself will be able to do this.

This is precisely where Cornel Waldvogel’s area of 

expertise comes in. Like Ralf Michel he does not 

want to wait for the future generations of OLEDs. 

“Our aim is to work on solutions that are market-

able as quickly as possible. So we base what we 

do on the current level of technology. If we get 

even better OLEDs or OLEDs with new features, 

such as transparency and larger surface areas, then 

we will of course be delighted – because we will 

already have gained experience and know how 

to practically use this light.” Currently the “raw” 

OLEDs still require additional external devices and 

each step towards making it smart and interact- 

ive requires ever greater effort. Cornel Waldvogel 

is aiming for a plug-and-play solution that only 

requires a power source, something like Edison’s 

ingenious screw base for light bulbs, which has not 

changed to this very day.

The team has a clear vision. Accentuated light from 

traditional light sources is set against soft OLED 

light – the very aesthetic of this light is a rejection 

of over-dramatic light planning that turns the room 

into a stage. At the same time, the fact that OLEDs 

can be controlled in such a nuanced way is being 

used to make lighting smarter and more dynamic. 

The light of the future does not force itself into the 

foreground but still takes on a very active role – be 

it by creating a pleasant environment in which to 

live and work or by transmitting information. But 

what is also essential for the project team is that 

it does not just remain a mere vision. Lamps and 

light-controlling electronics at the current level of 

technology can help speed up the market entrance 

of OLEDs and allow more practical experience to 

be gained.

From May 9, 2015 
Exhibition at the Winterthur 
Museum of Industrial 
Technology

The exhibition will offer specific insight into 

the results of the research project. Anyone 

interested in OLEDs and their effect within 

a space will have the possibility to exper- 

ience the bright future of lighting today 

during the four months of the exhibition. 

Opening: May 9, 2015 
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